Chapter 4
Shuttle Bus

The free parking lots will be connected to the Resorts by a series of shuttle routes operated by
Mountain Transit. These shuttle routes will largely determine the success of the off-site parking
program and the ultimate quality of the guest experience.

SHUTTLE OPERATING STRATEGY
Capacity
Mountain Transit has secured access to 12 full-size buses to move guests during the 2022-23
season. This increase in capacity will move more people and give Mountain Transit the ability to
handle the morning peaks and the flexibility to handle multiple routes to the off-site lots in the
afternoon time periods.

Primary Route Considerations
Garstin Drive and Summit Boulevard north of Big Bear Boulevard will both be free of guest
vehicles headed to/from the off-site parking lots. By focusing auto arrivals to the Fox Farm and
Sandalwood lots onto Fox Farm Road and onto Sandalwood Drive north and west of Big Bear
Boulevard, Garstin Drive and Summit Boulevard can be prioritized for the parking shuttles and for
emergency vehicles to Bear Valley Community Hospital.
South and east of Big Bear Boulevard, Summit Boulevard and Moonridge Road west of Club View
Drive will mix shuttle traffic with automobile traffic headed for the paid base lots. However, with
most of the free parking loading in the early morning north and west of Big Bear Boulevard, this
mixed operation should be manageable.
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A priority center lane, or an offset centerline, operation along Summit Boulevard and along
Moonridge Road from Big Bear Boulevard to the base lots was considered but delayed because
of the personnel requirements involved in deploying the cones and signs to implement the
reserved lane. Early field observations of the operation will indicate whether these priority lanes
are needed and they may be revisited in the future.
Each of these routes to the base lots may be candidates for bypass shuttle lanes between Big
Bear Boulevard and Brownie Lane to channel the shuttles past the first key block along these two
corridors. Again, field observations will determine the need for these strategies.

Alternate Routes
Alternate routes have been identified for use, as needed, to ensure on-going and efficient
operation of the shuttles, even during congested periods.


Alternate to Summit Boulevard. Shuttles facing congestion along Summit Boulevard south
of Big Bear Boulevard could use Brownie Lane to Crestwood Drive to Switzerland Drive
to the base lot (or vice versa) to avoid congestion on Summit Boulevard.



Alternate to Moonridge Road. Congestion along the northwestern portion of Moonridge
Road could be avoided by having the shuttles use Catalina Road to Elm Street or Sonoma
Drive to Moonridge Road and then onto Club View Drive to reach the base lots. This
alternate route travels through the Moonridge Road roundabouts, but it avoids the
southeastern portion of Moonridge Road that presents some constrained maneuverability
for the shuttles.



Alternate to Brownie Lane. During some portions of the day, shuttles may have to use
Brownie Lane between Summit Boulevard and Moonridge Road to move guests from the
Moonridge lot or to move guests to/from the Resorts. If Brownie is experiencing
congestion, Evergreen Drive would be an alternate route to avoid that congestion.
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Alternate to Fox Farm Road. If Garstin Drive became congested in the afternoon, shuttles
returning to the Sandalwood and Fox Farm lots could use Moonridge Way to Big Bear
Boulevard and then turn left at Fox Farm Road to reach the parking lots.

SHUTTLE ROUTES BY LOT
Sandalwood and Fox Farm Lots
Figure 14 shows the primary routes for the Resorts and the Sandalwood and Fox Farm lots. The
route to/from Snow Summit uses Summit Boulevard to Garstin Drive, with the shuttles
entering/leaving at the southwest corner of the Fox Farm lot. Shuttles travelling to the Sandalwood
lot will travel past the Fox Farm lot, turn right onto Fox Farm Road and then left onto Sandalwood
Drive to enter the Sandalwood bus area at Business Center Drive South. Leaving the Sandalwood
lot at Business Center Drive North, shuttles would travel back to Garstin Drive to reach the Summit
Boulevard corridor. Along portions of Fox Farm Road and Sandalwood Drive, the shuttles would
be mixing with the inbound or outbound traffic to/from the parking lots, so the shuttles may need
assistance from the Traffic Control Personnel along these portions of the route.
The travel path from these lots to/from the Resorts would use the same streets in the immediate
vicinity of the lots but would continue on Garstin Drive to cross Big Bear Boulevard onto Moonridge
Road. If Moonridge Road were congested in either direction, the Catalina Road alternate route
could be used.

Brownie Lot
The second off-site parking area to be utilized would be the Brownie lot. The shuttles would focus
on the Summit Boulevard and the Moonridge Road routes between the Brownie lot and the
Resorts, as shown in Figure 15.
By the time of day when the Brownie lot is put into service, the bulk of the paid parking to the
Resorts should already be in the base lots, so these two primary route connections should be
available for shuttles.
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Should the intersections of Summit Boulevard & Brownie Lane or Moonridge Road & Brownie
Lane be experiencing congestion, the alternate routes of Crestwood Drive and Evergreen Drive
would deliver shuttles to the southwest corner of the Brownie lot for guest loading/unloading.

Moonridge Lot
The last shuttle-serviced off-site lot to fill would be the Moonridge lot. As shown in Figure 16, the
shuttles could circle the Moonridge Station of the Big Bear Fire Department as the pick-up/dropoff point. Access to the fire station for the shuttles would be via Fir Street to minimize travel
through the roundabouts.
The Moonridge lot would not open until after the Brownie lot filled, so the route along Brownie
Lane between the Moonridge lot and Snow Summit base should be available to shuttles. If not,
Evergreen Drive would be available.
Staff from Mountain Transit, the Resorts, and the City are continuing to evaluate the shuttle
movements and routes associated with the Moonridge lot.

FLEXIBILITY
Given the importance of the shuttle system to the overall success of the off-site parking program,
the shuttles must have the flexibility to react to changing field conditions. Weather, traffic
congestion, emergency vehicles, traffic accidents, etc., could all affect shuttle flow. Thus, the
Alternate Routes discussed above may be needed from time to time. That said, many of these
routes serve residential neighborhoods and should be used sparingly.
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